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From another time and from another world, Galatea Future arrived in the world of the Champions to
do the one thing she tried so desperately to avoid before… to live.
It’s not easy, though, when you’re over a thousand years old and suddenly you’re given a new life in
more ways than one. Life is literally starting over again for her, and yet she is still doing what she
does best: serving humanity alongside her friends as…

Ever since the Hometown Hero discovered who
Starlett was, he and his tech-only partner VoxPop 2.0
have been using that knowledge to blackmail the
redheaded vigilante.
They have forced her to break up with her boyfriend,
forced her to wear her original salacious outfit, and
have been doing everything else they can to degrade
and control her life in exchange for not revealing
her secret identity to the world.
Now, with the help of Red Sinner, Starlett is on the
verge of ending the blackmail and to take down the
two people that have been a threat for her and those
she love.
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Hi.

Some of you
may remember
me from a TV
show in the 80’s
called “Captain
Maxaminimum.”

My name is
Toby Stories.

I was the smartmouthed teen that
came up with that
famous line.

I didn’t realize it
at the time, but that
catchphrase became
a punchline for
outing heroes.

“Dude! You’ve
been caped!”

Since that show
ended thirty years
ago, hundreds of
heroes have had
their personal
identities exposed,
often by teenagers
looking for thrills.

But exposing the
secret identities
of heroes put lives
at risk.
Not only the lives
of heroes, but
also their friends,
family members,
even casual
acquaintances.

Heroes need to keep
their identities a
secret.
Not just for
themselves, but for
those around them.
So... Take it from
the former kid who
came up with the
term...

This message sponsored
by Harmon Industries
and the Champions.
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United Nations Tribunal on
International Law (U.N.T.I.L.)
Millennium City, Mi, USA

Major Xavier Cross
Project Mycroft

You better have a
good reason to
bring me out here.

Well I was going
to meet with you
inside...

That’s right.

But your men here
are under the
impression that I
am not authorized
to enter the
U.N.T.I.L. facility.

You’re not.

Hometown Hero
Street vigilante

Well, that has to
change.

So go ahead and
read me in or give
me a lanyard or
whatever you use
for clearance, but
wherever she goes,
I’ll be right there
with her.

You see, I’m Starlett’s
partner now, and,
since she works for
you, I’ll be working
alongside her on
whatever missions
you have her on.
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Y-you don’t seem
to understand.

No.

This is a package
deal here.
Where she goes, I
go with her.
Whatever she does,
I’m doing it too.

And if I can’t be
there with her...

Good luck
with that.
Now get
out of my
sight.

... then she won’t be
working for you
anymore.
Do you understand?

Lieutenant, you let the
rest of the guard shifts
know that if that idiot
tries to come down here
again for any reason, he
is to be detained and then
sent on the first cargo
flight to Monster Island.
Got that?

With extreme
pleasure, Major.
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A few hours later, high above
the Renaissance Center...

I filed the
claim like you
told me to.
They said they
already have a
case worker
on it.

Good choice for
a meeting place.
No cameras, and
it’s the only place
where the
Hometown Hero
can’t find me but
still be “tracked”.

Dee Risk
AKA: Starlett

And while you’re
doing that, I’ll be
confronting
Mister “Hometown
Hero” with a few
surprises of my
own.

Their resources
helped me lock
down where the
tech-half of the
duo is.
Now I can pay him a
visit and shut his
operation down.

Red Sinner
Hooded Vigilante

And if you move
before I can, my
target could make
a detour to Club
Caprice and start
yelling who I am.

We need to move
at the same time.
If you confront
your target
before I can
move, mine will
expose you
online.

Club gossip is
almost as bad as
the Internet.

I wouldn’t worry
too much about
either situation.

We got it covered.
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The basement home
of VoxPop 2.0

I N-Need your
ser-services.
I n-need some
-someone to
track d-down
a possible hh-hacker.

Well I wish I
could help you
with that, but
the person best
suited for that
task is still in
the hospital.*

Mike Messenger
X-Tend Services

VoxPop 2.o
Formerly Vox Populii

The-then I will nneed your pe-people
to prov-v-vide me w-w
-with safe extextraction wh-when I
c-call for--

(* Issue #21)

--And I’ll stop you right
there Mister voxPop.
While we do provide
“extraction on demand”,
that particular service
is not possible for you
at this time.
I’m sure our mutual
benefactor has made that
clear to you.*

(* Last issue)

Then we have nothing
more to say.

He... Has.

Mister VoxPop,
whatever situation
you are in, I hope you
are able to get out
of it on your own
quickly and quietly.
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Proposed Outfit

What do you
think?

* Domino Mask
* Leather Jacket (Custom)
* Sports Top
* Fingerless Gloves
* Tennis Shorts
* Utility Belt
* Electroblade Leg Holster
* Tennis Shoes (Custom)

Can you do it?

Price: ESTIMATE ONLY
Pending Authorization

Well... It’s not a
matter of *if* I
can do it.

It’s just that
these outfit
decisions are
usually made
at the hero’s
request, not
by some thirdparty agent.

Of course I can.

Well I’m not a
third-party
agent.

And not only will
I be the one
paying for her new
outfit, but I’ll
also add twenty
percent for your
troubles.

I’m her partner,
and I know
she’ll love it.

Great. We’ll be
back here in
two hours.

Then it will
be a privilege
to do this
for you and
your partner.
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As the sun finishes setting...
Dee Risk’s basement apartment.

Incoming voice
message.
No identification.

Good evening
Starlett.
Meet me on the other
side of the Ren-Cen.
I have something
special for you
before we start our
patrol tonight.
See you soon.

Here we
go...
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Westside - A half-hour later...

*BZZT*
Server
Offline

W-w-w-what?
No. N-n-n-nnno.
R-run...
Have to...

*BZZT*
Server
Offline
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THERE IS NO
PLACE TO RUN.

*huff*
*huff*

STOP!

N-no-no-no...
I-I d-didn’t...
I d-d-didn’t...

You’re
finished.

*Ach*
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At the same time, outside of
the Renaissance Center...

Not a night
for you to
be late.

I’m here.

... Time.

It’s about...

Something
wrong?

Starlett
Street vigilante

Because after the
debacle the other
night*, I decided
I wasn’t going to
parade around in
it so you could
ogle me like I
was a lingerie
model.

Your outfit...
Why aren’t you
wearing your
other one?

(* Last issue)
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You know what?

After last
night I
thought...

It doesn’t matter.

I’ve got
something set
up for you
that you’ll
really love.

Excuse me?
Yeah... No.

What did
you say?

I said

Done?

no.

Do you hear
yourself?

This whole
“partner”
thing?

We own you,
Starlett.

It’s done.

Those bad guys
you’ve been
putting away for
years will all
know who you are
and where you
live...

We can out you with
just a keystroke.
Your real name,
your home address,
your home phone
number, your family
pictures... The whole
thing.

Because we will
tell them!

This whole “starlett”
thing? Dead!
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Go ahead.

Huh?

Call your

partner and
have him leak
my name out
there.

I DARE YOU!

Fine. Your funeral.

Hey, pal? You hear
that? This beotch is
calling you out to
put her name online.

Pal?
You
there?

Your “Pal” is
offline...
for good.

He’s in the
emergency room
At Mercy.

He’s down.

Meanwhile, I’m
here in his
basement lair
with all the
evidence of
your blackmail.

And you’re
next.
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It doesn’t
matter.

Because *I* still know
who you are, and all I
have to do is start
spreading the word to
everyone I come
across.

You know why?

And you won’t be able
to stop me, because
it’s just little ol’ you.

That’s where
you’re wrong.
Starlett was

never alone.

She’s always
has her friends
watching her
back.

What
are you
talking
about?

Unlike you.

Galatea Future
Otherworld Guardian

“The other night, with the
whole ‘neighborhood
watch’ gang scam?”

“You sent Starlett
to charge forward
while you pretended
to have a sudden
foot cramp.”
“You were counting on
them to overpower her
so you could come
rushing to her rescue.”
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Unnh!

“I took down the
gang members
before they could
shoot her.”

“What you didn’t
count on was
me watching
from above in
the trees.”

Like this.

I carry these
little beanbags
in my belt buckle.
Harmless if
thrown by anyone
else...
But, by me... It’s
like being hit
with a mallet.

WHOA!
WHOA!
STOP!

Alright...
I can’t
fight you.

But I’m still
going to the
word out
myself...
Or die trying.
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He’S stupid!
You know you
can fly there
and swoop him
up in a half a
second.

True. But this isn’t
my collar to make.
It’s yours.
I’m just giving him
a little head start
for you.

Once he reaches the
ramp, you should
go ahead and make
your move.

He’ll mess his
jeans when he sees
what’s waiting for
him up there.
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What’s the rush?

YOU?!?
You... You can’t be here!

I saw you leave!

I never left.
My girlfriend is
one hell of an
actress... But
she’s not the only
one who could
put on an act for
the audience.

Been here all
this time.

John Battle
Legacy Warrior

COME ON!
Doesn’t
matter...

I’ve been waiting
for another
crack at you!

You wanna
throw
down, let’s
do this!

I’m not here to
fight you.
Not tonight.

For who?

I’m just here to
keep you here.

Some broad
with a cape?
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That would be me
and my containment
field.

I always wondered why
you insisted on doing
ground patrols. Never
rented a skybike or got
a jet pack. You always
insisted I be with you
at ground level.

Then I realized that
you’re really scared of
heights, and you hate
people who can fly.

So what?

That’s where
you’re wrong.

You still
can’t
stop me!

I’m taking you in
for blackmail
of a government
operative.

You can’t even
take down a
gang member
without help.
You’re weak.
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Couldn’t even
take two hits
from the
electro-sword.

YOU’RE the one
who’s weak.

And you’re under
arrest.

John? Do me a
favor and help
me haul this
loser to jail.
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Hours later... in the subbasement under U.N.T.I.L. HQ...

He had some sort
of seizure. He
collapsed before
I could even get
close to him.

Your
“friend” is
in the
Intensive
care wing
of Mercy
Hospital.

That’s what the
doctors said as
well.
They think he
suffered some sort
of breakdown years
ago and the seizure
was some kind of
failsafe for
whatever treatment
he got before.

The hospital had
no record of
him... But our
mainframe did.

Vox Populii?

An internet gossip
columnist who was a
thorn in Galatea’s
side years ago.
He was rather
malicious to women
who spurned him.
I’m guessing Starlett
was one of them.

We managed to bring
him down with a little
help from James
Harmon’s attorneys.*

He suffered a nervous breakdown
and was in Mercy Hospital a
decade ago and was later
declared dead.

Seems they don’t like
people spreading
falsehoods about
their billionaire
client.

But...all of his information had
been scrubbed from the hospital
database and every other
database... Except this one.

(* Way back in Issue #3)
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The same people that
were bankrolling
his operation the
first time around.

Who could be able
to arrange all that?

The same people
that are helping
your nemesis,
Jack the Blade.*

(* “Battlerock Comics Presents” #2)

I’m not asking
you to join
Project Mycroft.

We’re back to you
recruiting me.
I told you, I’m
not a joiner.

I’m asking you
to work with me.

You’re a wild card;
a rogue player that
can get into things
that a group like
Mycroft can’t.
I need that. I need
someone that can
check on things even
from my own team.

Resources that you
already know can
help you find Jack
and put him down
for good.

And it will give you
access to this
place and to our
resources.

I’ll work with you.
But on one condition:

Sounds like
we have an
agreement.

You help me get faceto-face with Jack.

And when I do... You
make sure that
nothing gets in my
way from ending him.
Not your people, not
his backers. No one.
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Millennium City Police HQ
The next morning...

My name is
Candace Sinclair
and I am an
attorney-Oh Thank GOD!

“Jeffrey Kruger,
a.k.a. Hometown
Hero?”

Candace Sinclair
Attorney-At-Law

Listen, this
whole thing has
been one big
entrapment!

I mean, yeah, we
did a few patrols
together, but, next
thing I know, I’m
being assaulted
and accused of
trying to
blackmail her for
I don’t know what!

I don’t know what
that woman is
telling people,
but I’m the good
guy here!

Mister Kruger, you
need to let me finish.
My name is Candace
Sinclair and I am an
attorney representing
the superhero
Starlett, of whom you
were blackmailing.

You gave up that status
when you broke into my
client’s residence and
worked with your
accomplice to blackmail
my client.

But I thought...
I thought you
were here to
represent me!
That’s what you
do, right?
You represent
heroes.

You threatened to out a
hero that is registered
with the United Nations
as an U.N.T.I.L. operative,
which is a Class-C
felony in federal court.

An accomplice, that, I
should add, has a
history of spreading
lies as well as engaged
in cyber-harassment.

Which means you’re
going to be in prison
for at least ten years!
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But that is the least of
your worries.

The sergeant has your
paperwork and he’ll
hand it to whomever
the court appoints as
your attorney.

I’m here to inform you
that you are also being
sued not only by my
client, but also by
Millennium Insurance,
who has to cover the
identity theft claim filed
by my client.

That’s *if* they decide
to represent you in
those civil suits.

But. I. Am.
INNOCENT!

And, in case you have any
thoughts on letting your
future friends in jail know
who my client is, the
reason why you’ve been
stripped of your hero
outfit and put in prison
orange is so that nobody
will know who you are
while you’re in protective
custody awaiting a closed
security hearing.

I told you, this
is all entrapment!

I also happen to know from
experience that U.N.T.I.L.
have their own little group
of telepaths from Project
Mind Game, and what they
love to do is sift through
security risks like you and
dull certain memories.

So you’ll remember the fact
that you knew Starlett’s
real name, but you won’t
remember what that name is
or what she looks like
without her mask.
But you will always
remember that she kicked
your butt before throwing
you in jail for blackmail.

See you
in court.
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John Battle’s loft

Feel
better?

I don’t know
what I’ve missed
more... You, or
your shower.

I don’t know which
was harder... Not
being able to see
you, or having to
really hole
myself here in the
loft all this
time.
I couldn’t even
step outside on
the balcony!

You don’t want to know how
many times I just wanted
to come see you... Knowing
that you’re here all this
time... But that I had to
keep up the act because I
didn’t know how much those
bastards were watching
and listening.

Well...
It’s over.

I’m not really
done yet.

Now
what?

I still have to
give my statement
to the police and
hand over the
evidence we
collected.
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Okay...
And my place is being
swept and redone
thanks to the
insurance company...

... So I guess you
get your wish and
I’ll be staying here
at least until
that’s all done.

I’ll take care of
it. Maybe get an
under-the-bed
thing.

And that chest
won’t be able
to handle all
my gear.

But after that...
Maybe we can take
a vacation? I
was thinking the
southwest.

I’d like that.
I really would.

But not
just yet.

Why?
What-Lunk’s sentencing
hearing is coming up.
Anna Wednesday was
your friend as much
as mine.
We need to be there
for her to make sure
her killer gets what
he deserves.
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Epilogue
At a certain leased science
facility in Westside...

I’m sorry, Doctor
Foswell, the
readings say that
element 233 is inert.

“WHAT DO YOU
MEAN IT’S
USELESS?!?”

No positive or
negative activity.

That can’t be!
The information came
right from Doctor
Silverback’s notes!
That element is
supposed to kill her!

It could very
well be that the
properties of
this universe
are different
from hers.

Dr. William Foswell
(super-genius cousin of Foxbat)

If so, I’ll have to come
up with a different way
to eliminate Galatea
for my version to
replace her.
Something... A little
more dramatic.

Whatever it
takes, my dear.
You will replace
her and you will
be the world’s
champion.
I promise.

NEXT:
The Death
of Anna
Wednesday
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Words of wisdom from writer and creator David 2.

UNITED NATIONS TRIBUNAL ON INTERNATIONAL LAW
Project Mycroft - Major Xavier Cross, U.N.T.I.L. Commander
CLASSIFIED INFORMATION - EYES ONLY

Project Mind Game’s Security Containment Team
There is a little-known group within Project Mind Game that plays an important role in minimizing
matters of security for all of U.N.T.I.L.
Ever since the discovery of people with the power to read minds, it has been the greatest fear that
someone with that power could read the minds of government operatives and steal off of the
classified information they would have access to. Names of classified identities for starters, security
passwords, all the way up to obtaining nuclear launch codes.
To contain that potential threat, Project Mind Game created a team of telepaths whose sole purpose is
to remove that information from the minds of those who have it without permission.
There are many ways that a telepath can go into someone’s mind and remove the sensitive
information. The most obvious way would be to just eliminate the memory of that information. Cut
it out like an old-fashioned filmstrip. In fact, the original director of that team referred to it as
“editing” and called the room where it was carried out the “cutting room”.
However, simply cutting out the information leaves gaps in the subject’s mind. This has caused some
earlier subjects to experience seizures and bouts of insanity trying to fill in those gaps with other
memories.
When “cutting” did not work, the group tried to fill in those gaps with other information. Instead of
reading passwords or classified names, they would remember food recipes or poems. Instead of
remembering faces of certain people, they’d remember cartoon characters or famous celebrities. This
seemed to work until 1994, when a convicted agent of VIPER managed to sue U.N.T.I.L. for
wrongful prosecution, claiming they could not remember breaking the law when the “sensitive
information” they remember collecting consisted of cookie recipes. The courts sided with the VIPER
agent, and the process of editing out the knowledge from one’s mind was outlawed.
Eventually the team was able to accomplish their goal without causing harm to the subject’s mind by
“dulling” the memories in question. They would retain the memories of their actions, but specific
knowledge or images would be blurred. They would know what they did and what they knew and
who they knew, but specific details would be blurred. They would know they stole a document, but
they would not remember the details. They would remember knowing a password, but would not
remember what that password was. They would remember knowing or meeting a person, but they
would not recall their face.
The process of “dulling” received judicial approval once the specific details were documented and
sealed. Those convicted of espionage or identity theft would still remember what they did, but they
would not retain the details of those activities. As a bonus, the team of
Continues on next page...
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Continued from previous page...

telepaths could later “unlock” those details if necessary through a code only Project Mind Game
would possess. This was something that previous methods would not allow, as the “cut” or
“edited” memories would be considered permanently removed from one’s mind. It had the
benefit of allowing outside individuals access to U.N.T.I.L. activities and having sensitive details
“dulled” afterward, and then “unlocked” when that person would be needed again.
Project Mind Game’s team and their process would be replicated by the Paranormal Research and
Investigation Mission of the United States (P.R.I.M.U.S.), as well as several intelligence agencies
of other nations with the project’s permission and oversight.
Eventually Project Mind Game’s team would be used to help keep secrets of registered heroes
intact. Working in association with P.R.I.M.U.S. and insurance agencies like Millennium
Insurance that provide hero identity protection, Project Mind Game’s team would carry out
“audits” of those who have knowledge of a registered hero’s secret identity.
A closed security trial would be required before such an “audit” would take place. This would
consist of a judge and a three-member jury. The accused would be allowed legal representation,
and the hearing would be no different than any other closed security trial. The only difference is
that when the individual is found guilty, they are subject to the “dulling” process before being sent
to prison.
While I have a personal dislike of Project Mind Game, I find this particular team to be a necessary
evil when it comes to helping keep secrets, especially those involving my own Project Mycroft.
We have had to use their services on occasion regarding outside assistance, which turned out to be
all the better for those involved as they are not burdened with details that could be coerced or
exploited by others.

She was first an adversary, then
an ally. a friend...
And then dead.
It’s time to find out what happened
to FBI telepath Anna Wednesday
and the infamous investigation
involving the election of
Millennium City’s mayor that
took her life.
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